Noah Merali – Services Representative
Report 28-11-2019

This is my first report so here's some information about me:
- I'm a U2 Arts student studying Economics and Classics.
- I've been on MSERT since last year.
- I love cooking/baking so feel free to talk to me about anything food-related.

What I've done this semester:
- Reached out to all 15 SSMU Services to introduce myself and open up a line of communication.
- Met with Midnight Kitchen to discuss how the building closure has affected them and think about solutions.
  - I later met with VP (Student Life) Kawasaki to discuss what we can do.
  - Figured out what would need to be addressed and what other roadblocks Midnight Kitchen will face when trying to get back up to full capacity.
- The Services Review Committee has met three times and we are almost done with our direct audit of the services.
  - In addition, we've sent internal surveys to all the Services Executives and we are releasing a services review survey. It's for anyone who has interacted with any service in any capacity so make sure to encourage your constituents to fill it out.
- The Affordable Student Housing Committee has been meeting and we've generated a timeline to make sure we’re treating the issue with the urgency it deserves.
  - I also attended a really interesting conference looking at a potential site and I made a lot of good contacts (and practiced my very rough French)
- Other than a few introductory conversations with services executives, that's pretty much it for me. Good luck with exams and see you next year!

Respectfully submitted,

Noah Merali